A simulation study was performed to choose an optimal configuration of a gamma-ray spectrometer consisting of Ge and BGO detectors, which facilitates the identification of prompt gamma rays to ground states emitted following capture reactions of neutrons in the thermal energy region and determination of the reaction cross sections.
Introduction
The measurement of prompt gamma rays is a powerful tool to determine nuclear data such as capture cross sections of neutrons at, e.g., thermal energy. In particular, it is the only method to precisely determine neutron capture cross sections of nuclides which produce stable reaction products and therefore activation methods can not be applied; among them are Long Lived Fission Products (LLFP) such as 79 Se (T 1/2 = 1.13 × 10 6 y), 93 Zr (1.53 × 10 6 y), and 107 Pd (6.5 × 10 6 y) (all the quoted half-lives are from ref. [1] ).
There are at least three ways to determine neutron capture cross sections by measuring prompt gamma rays: (i) I γ (primary), (ii) I γ (to ground state), and (iii) E γ I γ /S n , where I γ stands for the intensity of a gamma ray, E γ for the energy, and S n for the neutron separation energy of the reaction product. The first two methods require the construction of a decay scheme and the identification of primary the last method, the construction of level schemes is not required, but it's essential to detect all the prompt gamma rays emitted following the capture reaction. In a contribution to the previous conference, one of the present authors has reported that in the 99 Tc(thermal n,γ) case, whose cross section can be determined both from yields of prompt gamma rays and in an activation method, the relation (ii) yielded about 96% of the cross section obtained in an activation method, whereas the relations (i) and (iii) amounted to significantly smaller values [2] ; the cross section obtained through the relation (iii) is about 1/3 of that of (ii) case, reaction suggest that the only feasible way would be from intensities of gamma transitions to ground states to determine capture cross sections of FP nuclides for thermal neutrons through prompt gamma-ray measurements.
To accurately determine the cross sections from intensities of ground-state transitions, it is essential to identify as many ground-state transitions and therefore nuclear levels as possible. One of the features of capture reactions of neutrons in the thermal energy region is that capturing states are relatively well defined in energy. Also, the neutrons bring a small amount of angular momentum and the multiplicity of prompt gamma rays is believed to be small. Therefore, it seems not so a Presenting author, e-mail: furutaka.kazuyoshi@jaea.go.jp difficult to detect all gamma rays emitted following a single capture event, between the capture state and ground state. In such an event, the sum of energies of the observed gamma rays is equal to S n . Hereafter in this paper such events will be called "S n -energy events". In S n -energy events, all cascading gamma rays from a capture state to a ground state are detected, and peaks in the observed gamma-ray spectra indicate differences in energy of the levels involved in cascades. Thus, such events greatly help identifying the levels below capture states. If one can efficiently collect S n -energy events with good peak-tototal ratios using a gamma-ray spectrometer, such a system becomes a powerful tool for the identification of nuclear levels as well as ground-state transitions.
In order to facilitate the identification of nuclear levels and ground-state transitions, the present authors have decided to construct a gamma-ray spectrometer that is suited to observe S n -energy events efficiently with adequate peak-to-total ratios for capture gamma rays, at an experimental station on one of the cold neutron beam lines of the JRR-3 research reactor, using germanium detectors detectors presently available to the authors and BGO (Bi 4 Ge 3 O 12 ) scintillation detectors. To determine an optimal detector configuration for the spectrometer, the present authors have performed a simulation study, which will be described in the following.
Details of the simulation

Sources of gamma rays and values characterizing performance of configurations
The capture reaction of thermal neutrons by 14 N, 14 N(thermal n, γ)
15 N was chosen for the source of prompt gamma rays in the simulation; the reaction is safely said to be the most thoroughly studied and the decay scheme and intensities of the gamma rays have been well established [3, 4] .
For the evaluation of the performance of each detector configuration, the following values were chosen:
1. The detection efficiency of S n -energy events in the 14 N(thermal n, γ) 15 N reaction, i.e., events in which E γ = S n = 10,833 keV, ©2008 CEA, published by EDP Sciences
Article available at http://nd2007.edpsciences.org or http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/ndata:07399 2. The signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio of 5269-keV gamma ray in S n -energy events, which is a medium-energy and the most intense gamma ray in 15 N (the signal and noise were defined as net peak area and square root of background area below the gamma-ray peak, respectively), 3. The detection efficiency of the most intense gamma cascade between the capture state and the ground state in 15 N, i.e., triple cascading gamma rays (3678 keV → 1885 keV → 5269 keV).
Detector configuration and the simulation
Germanium detectors which can be used for the spectrometer were:
-up to 14 coaxial-type detectors with detection efficiencies ranging from 15% up to 90%, -8 Clover-type detectors (7 backcatcher-type and 1 standard), each containing 4 crystals (corresponding to about 120% detection efficiency), and -2 detectors with hammer-head shaped endcaps which contain either two 90% crystals (coaxial) or one 150% crystal (bullet shape with a non-coaxial hole for an electrode).
A dozen of possible detector configurations were designed using portions of the available detectors, some of which with higher performance are depicted in figure 1 .
The following objects were taken into consideration:
-Germanium detectors, and -neutron beam guide tube.
Supporting frames for the detectors as well as the beam guide tube were not taken into account.
Only Ge crystals and their surrounding endcaps were considered. Detailed geometrical shapes of germanium crystals were input, whereas simplified shapes were used for their endcaps. Materials behind contact pins were not taken into consideration.
The neutron guide tube is made of LiF filled with the air whose inner cross section is rectangular (40 mm in width and 70 mm in height). The thickness of the LiF is 20 mm, and it is further shielded by 50 mm t lead. Within ±13 cm from its neutron irradiation position, the thickness of the LiF is reduced to 10 mm and the lead shield is removed so that attenuation of gamma rays is reduced and detectors can be set as close to the irradiation position as possible. Only a part of the guide tube within ±(50 + 13) cm from the irradiation position was taken into account (see fig. 1(e) ).
The simulation was done using the GEANT4 toolkit [5, 6] . A total of 10 7 events were simulated for each detector configuration. In each event a 15 N nucleus in its neutron capture state at 10,833 keV is placed at the irradiation position of the beam line and gamma rays emitted through its decay is followed using the toolkit, and energy deposited in each detector crystal was recorded on event-by-event basis. The neutron capture state in 15 N is not in "the adopted levels and gammas" of 15 N in the ENSDF [7] and therefore it is not included in the standard distribution of the data files for GEANT4. So the radiative decay data of 15 N was modified to incorporate the capture state. 
Results and discussion
The obtained data were analyzed off-line, and values described in the section 2.1 were deduced to evaluate each detector configuration. In the analysis, the finite energy resolution of Ge detectors is taken into account. A Gaussian shape was assumed for the broadening, and width of the Gaussian was assumed to be proportional to E γ and reproduces a typical value (∼2.54 keV at 1,332 keV) obtained by clovertype Ge detectors. Chance coincidence due to finite recording width of an event was also taking into account by assuming 100 k events per second and 1 µs coincidence width. For all detector configurations designed, the values indicative of their performance were calculated. Among all the setups, the ones shown in figures 1(a)∼1(d) attained higher performance. For these four configurations, the obtained values are compared in figure 2 . Looking at the figure, it is apparent that all four values show the same trend. Also apparent is that the configurations "A" and "C" are the two with the highest and almost the same performance, so the choice was whether to choose the "A" or "C".
As the primary purpose of this spectrometer is to detect all the cascading gamma rays between the capture states and ground states with a reasonable efficiency and to facilitate identification of nuclear levels, it is essential to observe gamma rays from low energy up to S n with good response, i.e., good peak-to-total ratios; higher S n -energy event efficiency is one of the required conditions. To achieve good response, it is inevitable to reduce cross-talk between detectors. Considering this, a closely packed geometry of coaxial Ge detectors in the "A" configuration is disadvantageous for reducing cross-talk and the configuration "C" is more suited because there are spaces between Ge detectors into which a shielding material like lead or an active shield like BGO detectors can be inserted. So the present authors have chosen the configuration "C" for the basic setup of the spectrometer.
To see the effect of BGO detectors, the same simulation and analysis were performed for the configuration "C" with BGO detectors attached around the Ge detectors. The obtained results figure 3 . From the figure one see that the mere insertion of the BGO detectors ("BGO(None)") reduced efficiency of S n -energy events by about 14%. This implies that about 14% of the S n -energy events observed using the detectors in the bare "C" configuration includes contribution from cross-talk events in which part of a gamma ray was absorbed in a Ge detector and the remaining in the others. On the other hand, the insertion of the BGO detectors improve both S/N of the 5269-keV gamma ray and the triple coincidence efficiency, which were resulted from reducing cross-talk and therefore sum-coincidence. These results show that the use of an active shield like BGO is advantageous.
To further improve the performance, two coaxial Ge detectors in the configuration can be replaced by the two hammerhead shaped ones. And finally, the configuration shown in figure 4 has been chosen for construction.
Summary
In order to facilitate the identification of nuclear levels and ground-state transitions, a simulation study was performed to choose an optimal design of a spectrometer which has a good efficiency for S n -energy events and sufficient S/N ratios for capture gamma rays. Based on the results of the simulation a configuration was chosen for the spectrometer, which comprises 8 clover-type Ge's, 2 coaxial Ge's, 2 hammer-head shaped Ge's, and surrounding BGO detectors. The spectrometer is now under construction.
